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Legend of the phoenix story game



Legend of the PhoenixPromotional image鳳弈Simplified凤弈MandarinFengyì GenreHistorical, romantic comedy byZhang HuabiaDirected byWei HantaoStarringHe HongshanJeremy TsuiCao XiwenWayne LaiCountry of originChinaoriginal LangMandarinNo. in season 1No. in episodes41ProductionExecutive Producers
FangYu HaiyanProduction where AiyanProdian World StudiosleReleaseOriginal television network is shown at the Gourde InChinaOriginal LageMay 28, 2019 (2019-05-28) Legend of the Phoenix (Chinese: 凤弈) is a 2019 Chinese historical romantic comedy television series staring He hongshan, Jeremy Tsui, Cao
Xiwen and Wayne Lai. [1] Produced by Shanghai Tencent Penguin Film Culture Communication Co., Ltd. and Shanghai drama Apple Limited, it destroyed on Tencent Video and MyVideo on May 28, 2019. The series followed the love story between Ningzhi, a traveling artist, and General Wei Guang during the Great
Liang of Ancient China. Fleet during Rules Gran Liang, an artist named Ningzhi performs at a banquet ahead of anmpress The Dowager. However, he was accused of treason by Pang Zhen, the Princess. Luckily, Ningzhi was saved by a general named Wei Guang, who later became his lovers. Two years later, Ningzhi
enters the palace and becomes the sick talk of the empress. He witnessed the talking gown and politics, and his ideas and skills survive the game of power. Cast Main He hongshan as Ningzhi, a traveling artist who gets a care later, loves Wei Guang. Jeremy Tsui as Wei Guang, a general of the Great Liang. Cao Xiwen
as Zheng Shujun, Impression of the Great Liang. Wayne Lai as Kun Lang, minister. Supporter Liu Min as Pang Zhen, Princess of Great Liang; He is the Emperor of Grand Liang. Cui Peng as Pang Tong, Emperor of the Great Liang. Wang Xichao as Pang Yu, prince of Great Liang; The emperor's brother Gran Liang. Luo
Qiuyun as Barnes Ling'er, a wife who becomes a competitor later, hurts and dies later Liu Chenxia as Empress dowager. Bai Haitao as Yan Kuan. In Fulong as Yan Zheng. Wang Ruizi as Concubine Fu. Shao Sihan as Hua Zhangshi. Luo Siwei as Ah Jiao. Chen Haoming as Ah Qiao. Zhang Jialing as Zing Ling. Qiao Xi
as Chen Xue. Soundtrack No.TitleLyricsMusicsinger(s) Length1. Fengyi (凤弈) (Open Theme)Duan SisiTan XuanLian Ziting 2. Yinghuo (萤⽕) (Finished) LiuNg ChangTan XuanZhang Yihao and Zining 3. Hongchen Xiangkan (红尘相看) (Smart) Duan SisiTan XuanLi Qi 4. Yinian Zhichi (⼀念咫尺) (Smart) Liu ChangTan
XuanDong Shiyung Production Hong Kong Director Wei Hantao (Lotus Lantern, The Story of Han Dynasty and the Starry Night, the Starry Sea) was signed to direct the series in a script by Zhang Huabiao. For the first time, Li Hongshan acted as a leading female role and Jeremy Tsui acted as a leading male role. [2][3]
Primary photography began on April 15, 2018 and wrapped on July 15, 2018. [4][5] Awards and nominations awards Category Results Nomine Ref. Golden Bud - The Fourth Film Network and TV Best legendary web series of the Phoenix Nominated [6] Best Actor Xu Zhengxi Nominated Best Actress Li Hongshan
Nominate Nominated Reference^ 邵思涵《凤弈》开启后宫梨花学堂 堂主之路. 163.com (in Chinese). 2018-04-19. ^ 《凤弈》预告来袭!何泓姗第⼀次担任⼥主,91天⽆缝连轴拍摄. qq.com (in Chinese). 2018-07-17. ^ 《凤弈》担任男⼀号,帅⽓依旧. sky0771.com (in Chinese). 2019-05-30. ^ 曹曦⽂《凤弈》开机 戏精皇后开
启进击之路. 163.com (in Chinese). 2018-04-16. ^ 太师男主剧《凤弈》杀⻘,徐正溪战场戏份燃爆了. sina (in Chinese). 2018-07-16. ^ ⾦⾻朵⽹络影视盛典提名揭晓 王⼀博肖战杨紫等⼊围. Ynet (in Chinese). On November 25, 2019. International Broadcast Network Date Not Malaysia 8TV 23 October, 2019 - December 18,
2019 (Monday to Friday at 8:35 PM) Original Hong Kong, Macau Jade Jade November 18, 2019 - January 3, 2020 (Monday to Friday at 8:30 PM) Dubbed with External Links Cantonese legends in the Phoenix of Douban (in Chinese) Legends of the Phoenix Mtime.com (in Chinese) Recovering since Legend of the
Phoenix is a recently released Autome Android game from MODO Global. Breathe visuals combined with your action-packed dive history into the history of the Qing Dynasty in China. Your person gets a second shot of the life - He must change destiny in the stand of the Crown Prens before he ascends to power as the
emperor. Your character's journey up the broken system of the dynasty allows you to meet new friends and haters along the way towards changing destiny and finding new lovers. New life, Even MemoriesWhen you start the legend of the Phoenix, you learn about the background of your character. She married the Prince
of Crown who became emperor with the help of his family money. Then he dissented him by, you know, killing him and his family. When he died, he vowed revenge. It gets the chance to fix everything and stop the Crown Prince to save the dynasty. A unique comic-style cut-scene tells the backstory. Every panel in the
animated comic as the story moves along. The graphics of this game are stunning. Details are extensive while colors are bright. As I declare before, this is a Autome game - a text game based on focus on romance aimed at girls. You follow along with the main story that is divided into chapters while doing other works
that are essential in completing each chapter. Fighting in the finiThe game opens with your character as a secret to the kingdom, the lowest of the broken system, with no authority or reputation. You increase your character's experience by completing the chapters. In order to complete the sections, you have to the partner
levels that you'll find on the way to question. Each chapter of the story is separated in a number of various sections. After each section, you enter a fight. Their fight turns based on them like Pokémon, but instead of cool attacks... it's just insult even. Proceedings in the next section require winning the battle. The partners
must be high enough level to defeat the opponent. That part of the game is very confusing. It's hard know if you're going to win the fight because the stats don't always match the result. The authority matters in those battles, but the character number is not always granted a win. It's a unique feature of a story-based
game, but many of its elements don't fit as well as I think developers were expecting. Foster's people and children's main characteristics of the game deliver exciting chapters. The main story along with the amantic elements to do well. Not only are the big visuals, but the acting voice is helpful and keeps history
progression fun. The more features you unlock, the easier it is to become overwhelming. There are a lot of things to go through this free Android game. Maybe too much. Whenever I started to get the sway through things, this game unlocked another mechanical or mode play. For example, there are several requests
based on rewards that are available at once. Similarly, there are plenty of money and items that are additionally complicated the process of advancing your skills and your partner levels. All these aspects take away from focusing the title: the story that you get to choose how your character reacts to issues and interacts
with other characters. A mechanic in this game is to encourage children with your companion, the characters you can date (these are different from the partners that you use to fight). You spend their training time, then marry them off to other player's administrator children. Honestly, I'm not sure why this is a feature or if it
provides you with any reward. At some point, your character is a single person with 6 raised children from 3 different guys and the other maid will judge him hard (they are bewildered after all). Destiny of PhoenixLegend in the Phoenix for android hit the mark in some areas while missing in others. Beautiful design
improves the engaging narrative but competes with over complicated aspects and out-of-place features. The historical realistic background of this game adds to its cham (most, if not all, the characters are based on and no after real people in the Qing dynasty). No announcement, though, is free of the game. The
developers instead relied heavily on the game's cash shops. Simply put, there are way too many features in the game. The title often plays more like a Facebook game with the daily bonuses and the need to add friends to finish certain events. That said, the features can be enjoyed without spending any money and only
adding to playability. I was shocked by how long I could play this game consistently. Other free autome games often use mechanical energy, soft-blocking you from progress. This game, on the other hand, gives you hours of historical adventure. Yes.A free, unique, highly designed text based routes that seize your
attention. The confusing features are abundant and pull you from the imitation are easily crafted. However, the well written story and intrigued the cast of characters makes you back for more. More.
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